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Preface

W

e are being grossly misled about God, the universe,
our lives, and how we should live them.
We are told that the universe and all it contains is the reality
around us, that it is regulated by steady, unchangeable laws,
that God handles everything in a just and fair way, that the
good are rewarded in life and the bad are punished, that
religions bring peace and happiness in the world, and that
after death we are placed either in paradise to be happy
forever or in hell to suffer forever.
All the above are stories for comfort. The truth is that
the universe is only a bubble. God, the Creator, does not
micromanage. Life is not fair in this dimension. Religions
based on so-called revelations bring neither the truths of God
down to people nor peace and happiness to this world or the
next. Religious mentalities make us like grown-up children
who act out of ignorance, see life’s obstacles as punishments
for our sins, believe in a man-made God who rules, behaves,
and acts like a human entity, base our welfare not on thinking
but on praying and trying to get God on our side, negate our
thinking by using “faith,” and, finally, remain powerless for
taking action and responsibility for ourselves and the world
we live in.

xv

Chapter One
An Interpretation of What Exists on the
Basis of Reason

A

ll we see or believe that exists can be studied and
interpreted by reason, which of course humans have.
Everyone can do this, but everyone’s findings will differ
partly or completely. Science will find the truth by reason,
but it will take such a long time that humans cannot wait,
living in the meantime with nothing but stories accepted by
faith.
We can debate and try out ideas based on reason. We can
then assess the results, which will be either fully or partially
accepted, rejected, or modified. The debate around these
ideas must be based not only on what is more reasonable but
also on to what degree each idea, if implemented, fulfills best
the human need for finding meaning in life and experiencing
deep fulfillment and satisfaction.
Logical ideas about God, the universe, life, and people
do not have to be identical for everyone. People may come
to consensus, negotiations, and compromises about what
they can implement in life, looking in the meantime for
something better. The truth is one, but humans can find
part of that truth a little at a time and increasingly more as
they evolve.
1
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My ideas are presented here in five points followed by
an analysis of the Christian religion, pointing to certain
consequences coming from using religious faith as opposed
to reason.

Point One
The universe we live in is only one of many dimensions,
through which living entities who God created are travelling
for the purpose of evolving to perfection.
Our universe is one of many dimensions. Dimensions are
inflated spots of the core field on its surface. The core field
is the place where God and perfection exist. Everything on
the spot, before it turns to bubble, is steady and permanent,
but inside the bubble becomes fluent and temporary. The
spot of the core field, where there is no space, no time, and
no fragmentation, when inflated to become a bubble, is
distorted enough to form time, space, and a multitude of
concepts, both their positive and negative forms. Human’s
dimensional senses perceive all that is created in the bubble
as reality, although reality exists only in the core field. On
the point of the start of the bubble, on the side of the core
field, everything happens simultaneously and on the side of
the bubble everything happens in the framework of space
and time.

Point Two
God created humankind in the core field in a state of
perfection, but He still wished to have people accept it
by free will. He gave people the opportunity to become
perfect also by their own choice. So He placed humankind
2
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in the dimensions, in which perfection of the core field is
“suspended” and people have to live with the illusions of each
dimension, striving to evolve until they achieve perfection.
In the series of dimensions humans started as simple
organisms and evolved to be the humans we know in the
current dimension. Evolution continues as people go
through the dimensions and change forms, until they finish
their journeys and end up in the core field with God. Fully
evolved entities, at that time, will be perfect by make and also
by choice. At that time, perfection will not only be given but
has also been earned and so freedom will be part of it.

Point Three
People achieve spiritual evolution by growing over life’s
obstacles. Obstacles are placed as motivators for a person to
keep moving up. Guidance is imbedded in life in the form
of increasing fulfillment while ascending and increasing
frustration while descending. The pleasant or unpleasant
results of a person’s choices provide guidance necessary
for moving to the right direction. Nothing is a reward or a
punishment by God, which depends on individual behavior.
Life’s obstacles, unpleasant events, and catastrophes exist for
everyone and are illusionary, although people perceive them
as real. In actuality no damage is permanent because life is
eternal and continues in other dimensions.

Point Four
We come into this dimension from the previous one by birth
and leave for the next one by death. Death is only a phase
of life; a human being is eternal. Our degree of evolution
3
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at every dimension determines the dimension we go next:
higher, parallel, or lower. Lower dimensions are further away
from perfection, and higher ones are closer to perfection. Our
current dimension seems to be pretty far from perfection.
Humans are not perfect, neither is our natural environment.
Environment and entities improve as dimensions and entities
go closer to the field of perfection (the core field).

Point Five
A person in a particular dimension has a new opportunity
to start a new life and a new struggle for evolution. Although
that person does not retain the identity of the previous
dimensions, personality elements come (gradually until the
age of eighteen) so that evolution can continue by adding and
conciliating the new with the old elements of the personality.
This combination decides the strengths and weaknesses of
every individual. Who we are and what we become in life
is not so much connected to where and by whom we were
born. It is a combination of what we bring with us and what
we formulate in each dimension during the first part of our
lives. Incorporation, restructuring, and growth comprise the
ongoing process.

Summary
The aforementioned five points are the basic ideas of a
philosophy, which can also be considered a rational religion
referring to God, the creation, and the place of humans
in it. It is a theory based on reason and has nothing to do
with revelation from God on which traditional religions
are established. The mind is a gift from God and has the
4
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power to theorize about its Creator. Theories are different
for different individuals. We examine them carefully and
restructure them along the continuum of human evolution.
The truth is one, but we understand it gradually—at different
degrees and levels at a time—until we reach perfection.
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